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ABSTRACT: For aerosol particles that exist in highly viscous, diffusion-limited
states, steep chemical gradients are expected to form during photochemical aging
in the atmosphere. Under these conditions, species at the aerosol surface are
more rapidly transformed than molecules residing in the particle interior. To
examine the formation and evolution of chemical gradients at aerosol interfaces,
the heterogeneous reaction of hydroxyl radicals (OH) on ∼200 nm particles of
pure squalane (a branched, liquid hydrocarbon) and octacosane (a linear, solid
hydrocarbon) and binary mixtures of the two are used to understand how
diffusion limitations and phase separation impact the particle reactivity. Aerosol
mass spectrometry is used to measure the effective heterogeneous OH uptake
coefficient (γeff) and oxidation kinetics in the bulk, which are compared with the elemental composition of the surface obtained
using X-ray photoemission. When diffusion rates are fast relative to the reaction frequency, as is the case for squalane and low-
viscosity squalane−octacosane mixtures, the reaction is efficient (γeff ∼ 0.3) and only limited by the arrival of OH to the
interface. However, for cases, where the diffusion rates are slower than reaction rates, as in pure octacosane and higher-viscosity
squalane−octacosane mixtures, the heterogeneous reaction occurs in a mixing-limited regime and is ∼10× slower (γeff ∼ 0.03).
This is in contrast to carbon and oxygen K edge X-ray absorption measurements that show that the octacosane interface is
oxidized much more rapidly than that of pure squalane particles. The O/C ratio of the surface (estimated to be the top 6−8 nm
of the interface) is measured to change with rate constants of (3.0 ± 0.9) × 10−13 and (8.6 ± 1.2) × 10−13 cm3 molecule−1 s−1

for squalane and octacosane particles, respectively. The differences in surface oxidation rates are analyzed using a previously
published reaction-diffusion model, which suggests that a 1−2 nm highly oxidized crust forms on octacosane particles, whereas
in pure squalane, the reaction products are homogeneously mixed within the aerosol. This work illustrates how diffusion
limitations can form particles with highly oxidized surfaces even at relatively low oxidant exposures, which is in turn expected to
influence their microphysics in the atmosphere.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent work provides evidence that atmospheric aerosol
particles exist in solid, liquid, and highly viscous, diffusion-
limited phase states, with viscosities ranging from <102 to
>108 Pa s.1−4 Atmospheric aerosols are transformed by
photochemical reactions, heterogeneous oxidation, and con-
densation of low-volatility organic species to yield increasingly
oxidized, less volatile, and more hygroscopic particles.5

Chemical gradients are expected to form in semisolid, highly
viscous particles as they age in the atmosphere leading to more
rapid changes in the surface composition and potentially
affecting their atmospheric fates. For example, rapidly changing
the chemical nature of the aerosol surface could influence its
ability to act as a cloud condensation nucleus.6−9 Because
steep chemical gradients in aerosol could change its chemistry
with atmospheric trace gases, it is important to understand the
formation of chemical gradients and the chemical nature of the
interface.
The viscosity and the phase state of an aerosol particle or a

film have been measured to have a significant effect on

heterogeneous oxidation kinetics.10−21 Many species can exist
as amorphous semisolids or glasses with very slow internal
diffusion at low relative humidity (RH) or low temperature,
which has been observed to slow heterogeneous oxidation
kinetics.10,11,14−18 For example, heterogeneous oxidation
kinetics of levoglucosan were found to slow with decreasing
relative humidity, which decreased reactodiffusive lengths.11

Additionally, a study found the effective uptake coefficient of
squalane (C30H62, a branched hydrocarbon that is liquid at
room temperature) to be significantly larger than octacosane
(C28H58, a linear hydrocarbon that is solid at room
temperature) even though the individual molecules were
estimated to have similar reactivity with the OH radical.19 The
product distribution was also different for squalane and
octacosane. While squalane showed functionalization through-
out the molecule, octacosane was only functionalized at the
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ends of the molecules. This suggested that while squalane was
free to diffuse and rotate in the particle, octacosane molecules
experienced “surface freezing”, wherein the linear alkane chains
preferentially orient normal to the surface.19,22 Because the
OH radical reacts at the top ∼1 nm in organic aerosol,23 the
differences in effective uptake coefficients were attributed to
differences in phase state and the ability for molecules to
diffuse to the interface to react.
Recent modeling results have focused on how diffusion

limitations can lead to emergent properties of aerosol
particles.16,24−27 The overall reactivity of an aerosol particle
to heterogeneous oxidation is a balance between the flux of
oxidant at the surface and the internal mixing dynamics. To
understand the reactivity across a broad range of diffusion
coefficients, a reaction-diffusion index (IRD), also known as the
Damköhler number, has been defined by Houle et al. to be25,26

τ= [ ]I k gasRD rx cd (1)

where krx is the rate constant for the reaction between gas-
phase oxidant and species in the particle, [gas] is the
concentration of gas-phase oxidant, and τcd is the characteristic
mixing time, which is proportional to the square of the particle
diameter and inversely proportional to the molecular diffusion
coefficient. If IRD ≪ 1, then mixing is fast relative to the arrival
of the gas-phase oxidant to the aerosol surface, and the supply
of OH limits the reaction. If IRD ≫ 1, then the internal mixing
rate to refresh molecules at the aerosol surface is rate limiting.
Thus, even though the reactive uptake coefficient of a particle
may be constant, changes in its bulk composition and the
measured effective uptake coefficient will depend upon the
exact experimental time scales (i.e., laboratory vs atmosphere).
At larger IRD, bulk composition changes much more slowly,
and large chemical gradients form within the particle as the
surface becomes more highly oxidized than the bulk.14,18 For
this study, two extremes of IRD are examined. To do this, two
structurally related molecules are selected with similar OH
reactivity but with mixing times that are orders of magnitude
different.
The techniques that are commonly used to study aerosols,

such as aerosol mass spectrometry,28 scanning transmission X-
ray microscopy,29 scanning electron microscopy,30 and
chromatographic methods coupled with mass spectrometry,31

probe volume-weighted aerosol chemistry. These techniques
measure average bulk composition or micron-scale hetero-
geneity but are unable to detect the nanoscale spatial
heterogeneity that is expected to form in diffusion-limited
aerosol particles. By reacting coated aerosols, there has been
some work to determine how spatial heterogeneity can affect
oxidation kinetics.32 There has also been work to develop
analytical techniques that are more surface sensitive and can
measure spatial heterogeneity within aerosol particles. For
example, depth profiling of aerosol particles was achieved by
introducing a particle stream into a heated gas stream and only
ionizing/detecting the gas-phase species that evaporated from
the particle surface.14,33−35 Additionally, surface sensitivity has
been achieved by using extractive electrospray ionization to
desorb and ionize molecular species from the aerosol
interface.36,37 Surface sensitivity has also been achieved using
nonlinear spectroscopic techniques, such as second harmonic
scattering from free aerosol particles38 or sum frequency
generation from aerosol collected onto a filter substrate.39,40

However, there are few online, universally surface sensitive

measurements that can measure the formation and dissipation
of chemical gradients within a particle in situ.
Photoemission spectroscopy is a universally surface sensitive

measurement because of the short electron attenuation length
(EAL) in materials. The study of photoemission from free
aerosol particles is still in its infancy.41 Several experiments
have used ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) to
study the electronic structure of free nanoparticles.42−53 Many
of these studies have used a velocity map imaging (VMI)
spectrometer to image a projection of the nascent photo-
electron distribution of low-energy electrons that originated
from valence energy levels.42,43,46−53 Additionally, X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) studies have probed free
nanoparticles to provide elemental information of the sur-
face.51,54−62 Photoemission spectroscopy, UPS, XPS, and X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS), has previously been used to
study the surfaces of liquid squalene aerosol particles during a
surface reaction with ozone.51 However, photoemission
spectroscopy has not been used to study heterogeneous
chemistry in particles with diffusion limitations, wherein the
reaction is expected to exhibit substantial spatial heterogeneity.
The heterogeneous oxidation of triacontane (C30H62, a

linear hydrocarbon) has been previously studied using an
aerosol mass spectrometer to probe changes in bulk
composition.63,64 Using a reaction-diffusion kinetic model, it
was predicted that under laboratory conditions, the surface of
the particle was oxidized much more rapidly than the bulk (i.e.,
IRD ≫ 1).64 Here, photoemission is used to probe the surface
reaction of OH on squalane and octacosane particles, which
represent two limiting cases for studying the formation of
chemical gradients: IRD ≪ 1 (squalane) and IRD ≫ 1
(octacosane).

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The experimental setup used to study OH radical heteroge-
neous chemistry was nearly identical to that described
previously51,65 and is shown in Figure 1. Briefly, particles are
generated by flowing nitrogen through a heated reservoir
containing either squalane, octacosane, or a mixture of the two

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of flow tube setup (GC = gas chromatograph,
SMPS = scanning mobility particle sizer, AMS = VUV aerosol mass
spectrometer, VMI = velocity map imaging spectrometer). The
chemical structures of squalane (b) and octacosane (c).
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(molecular structures are shown in Figure 1b,c). After the
oven, particles pass through an additional length of heated
tubing (∼80 °C) for annealing in an effort to make the
particles more spherical. The particle flow was mixed with
oxygen (10%), humidified nitrogen (30%), dry nitrogen,
ozone, and a gas-phase OH tracer (∼0.5 ppm acetone). The
total flow rate was ∼1000 sccm. The particle concentrations
were typically ∼1 × 106 and 5−10 × 106 particles cm−3 for
mass spectrometry and photoemission measurements, respec-
tively. The flow was introduced into a quartz flow tube (2.5 cm
inner diameter, 140 cm length). Particles had an average
residence time of ∼37 s in the flow tube. The particles were
oxidized by the OH radical, generated within the flow tube by
the photolysis of ozone in the presence of water vapor using
mercury lamps at 254 nm. After the flow tube, the
concentration of the gas-phase tracer was measured using a
gas chromatograph (GC). From the decay of acetone and its
OH reaction rate constant (kacetone = 1.8 × 10−13 cm3

molecule−1 s−1),66 the OH exposure (⟨OH⟩t·t) was calculated.
A scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) after the flow tube
quantified changes in the particle size distribution with
oxidation.
The bulk chemical composition of the aerosol was measured

using a vacuum ultraviolet aerosol mass spectrometer (VUV-
AMS).67 The particles were collimated using an aerodynamic
lens (ADL) and vaporized on a 135 °C heated block. The
resulting vapor was ionized using 10.2 eV photons from the
Chemical Dynamics Beamline (9.0.2) at the Advanced Light
Source (ALS) at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. The
effective uptake coefficients of particles comprised of pure
squalane, pure octacosane, and mixtures of the two were
determined, as previously described.65 Details are provided in
the Supporting Information.
The aerosol surface composition was probed by XPS and

XAS. Specifically, XPS was used to study the heterogeneous
oxidation of pure squalane particles by the OH radical, and
XAS at the carbon and oxygen K edges was used to study the
heterogeneous oxidation of pure squalane and octacosane
particles. The details of these measurements have been
described previously.51,60 Briefly, particles were introduced
into a velocity map imaging (VMI) spectrometer via an ADL,
and photoelectrons were mapped onto a multichannel plate
(MCP)/phosphor detector.60 C 1s XPS spectra were obtained
using a photon energy of 330 eV. Particle and background
images were collected for 300 s, and a photoelectron spectrum
from the background-subtracted images was obtained using
conventional techniques.68 XAS spectra were collected by
scanning the incident photon energy and measuring the
intensity of low kinetic energy (KE), secondary electrons (KE
<10 eV) that are generated by inelastic scattering of Auger
electrons. A photomultiplier tube was used to measure the
total electron yield (TEY) from the MCP-phosphor detector.
Carbon and oxygen K edge XAS spectra were collected from
280 to 300 eV and 526 to 552 eV, respectively. The spectra
were collected with 0.2 eV steps and exposure time of 1 s per
step. X-ray measurements were done at the beamline 6.0.2 at
the ALS.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
III.I. Bulk Squalane and Octacosane Particle Measure-

ments. Aerosol mass spectra of pure squalane and octacosane
are shown in Figure 2a,b, respectively. The mass spectra of
squalane and octacosane have molecular ions at m/z 422 and

394, respectively. As the particles react with OH, the intensities
of the molecular ions decrease. Although surface freezing of
octacosane drives the chemistry through aldehydes, the same
peroxy radical chemistries are expected to occur in squalane
and octacosane (shown in Figure S1 of the Supporting
Information).19,25,64 After the H-atom abstraction by OH,
peroxy radicals are formed via O2 addition to an alkyl radical.
The subsequent reaction pathways of peroxy radicals typically
form carbonyl and alcohol functional groups. Figure 2c shows
the mass spectrum of squalane after about half of the initial
concentration of squalane reacted (OH exposure is 5.3 × 1011

molecule s cm−3). As the particles were heterogeneously
oxidized by the OH radical, oxygenated products were
detected and are consistent with previous observations.65,69,70

Figure 2d shows the mass spectrum of octacosane after
about half of its initial concentration is consumed (OH
exposure is 4.0 × 1012 molecule s cm−3). Octacosane reacts
much more slowly than squalane (i.e., a much higher OH
exposure is required to consume half of the octacosane). In
addition, no functionalized products from heterogeneous
oxidation are observed in the mass spectrum. This is consistent
with previous observations, wherein the quantity of reaction
products from octacosane after ∼1 oxidation lifetime was
substantially less intense than those observed from squalane
oxidation.19 In this previous study, only the ends of the
octacosane molecules reacted, suggesting that surface align-
ment and diffusion limitations allowed only the small number
of molecules at the interface to react with OH. Thus, because
the number of molecules at the interface is small relative to the
bulk and the products are expected to be highly oxidized
(which makes them more difficult to observe using the bulk
sensitivity of the VUV photoionization technique), it is
possible that the measurement here is not sensitive enough
to observe the reaction products of octacosane.
The decay of the molecular ions at different OH exposures

was monitored, and the effective uptake coefficients of pure
squalane and octacosane were determined to be 0.31 ± 0.06
and 0.03 ± 0.01, respectively. The uptake coefficient for
squalane is very similar to previous measurements.19,65,71−73

Ruehl et al. previously measured an effective uptake coefficient
of 0.18 ± 0.11 for octacosane,19 and Richards-Henderson et al.
previously measured an effective uptake coefficient of ∼0.17

Figure 2. (a) Aerosol mass spectrum of squalane particles without
exposure to OH radicals. The molecular ion is labeled as “Sqa”. (b)
The mass spectrum of octacosane particles without exposure to OH
radicals. The molecular ion is labeled as “Oct”. (c) The mass
spectrum when about half of the squalane has reacted. Functionalized
products with increasing numbers of oxygen (SqaO and SqaO2) are
present. (d) The mass spectrum when about half of the octacosane
has reacted. No products are observed when octacosane heteroge-
neously reacts.
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for triacontane.72,73 Both of these measurements are larger
than the value measured here. Since solid n-alkane particles
form needle-like morphologies,74 an annealing oven was used
to melt the particles to make them more spherical, which
helped with aerodynamic focusing in the spectrometer.
Nonspherical particles have a larger surface area, which leads
to larger OH collision frequencies and faster heterogeneous
reaction rates. Because Ruehl et al. and Richards-Henderson et
al. did not anneal the solid n-alkane particles, differences in the
particle morphology (i.e., surface area) could explain the larger
effective uptake coefficients reported in their work.
Given the distribution of abstractable H atoms in each

molecule, the gas-phase reactivities of squalane and octacosane
were estimated to be very similar (kgas = 4.0 × 10−10 and 3.7 ×
10−10 cm−3 molecule−1 s−1, for squalane and octacosane,
respectively).75 Because particle size and OH concentration
were similar for both experiments, differences in internal
mixing times likely explain the large differences in effective
uptake coefficient.24 The self-diffusion coefficients in squa-
lane76 and triacontane64 (a linear hydrocarbon very similar to
octacosane) are 7 × 10−7 and 8.3 × 10−19 cm2 s−1, respectively.
Thus, 200 nm aerosols comprised of squalane and octacosane
will have characteristic mixing times of ∼10−5 and ∼107 s,
respectively. Based on the present reaction conditions,
squalane and octacosane have IRD of ∼10−7 and ∼105,
respectively, suggesting that these particles react in much
different rate-limiting regimes (i.e., OH flux limited vs diffusion
limited).25,26

Figure 3 shows the effective uptake coefficients of
octacosane and squalane measured in different squalane−
octacosane mixtures. As the squalane mole fraction (xsqa)
increases, the octacosane molecular ion is observed to decay
faster (Figure 3a). Figure 3b shows the computed effective
uptake coefficients for octacosane and squalane as a function of

xsqa. At higher concentrations of squalane (xsqa > 0.8), the
effective uptake coefficients of both octacosane and squalane
are nearly identical to pure squalane, suggesting that diffusion
is fast relative to reaction frequency (i.e., IRD ≪ 1 and that the
reactions occur in an OH flux-limited regime). This is
consistent with the two molecules having similar estimated
reactivity toward OH, and the particles existing as a well-mixed
liquid on the time scale of the heterogeneous reaction
frequency.
As the concentration of squalane decreases (0.6 < xsqa < 0.8),

the particle becomes more viscous, and the effective uptake
coefficients of both octacosane and squalane decrease. At these
compositions, the viscosity in the particle increases, such that
diffusion is slow relative to the reaction frequency. The
decrease in measured effective uptake suggests that the particle
is transitioning from an OH flux limited to a bulk diffusion-
limited regime. In this transitory regime, the molecules in the
aerosol interior become more inaccessible for the reaction at
the interface. As diffusion continues to slow within the particle,
ultimately only the molecules that reside within the reacto-
diffusive length of OH (1−2 nm) react heterogeneously.23 The
heterogeneous oxidation of citric acid at different RHs showed
a similar effect.14 At high RH, the viscosity of the citric acid
particle was low, and the particle could mix freely (i.e., the
reacto-diffusive length was larger than the radius of the particle
and IRD ≪ 1). At lower RH, the viscosity decreased, and both
the measured effective uptake coefficient and the reacto-
diffusive length were smaller (i.e., IRD > 1).
When the initial squalane composition decreases further

(xsqa < 0.6), the squalane and octacosane effective uptake
coefficients diverge and approach the values measured in their
pure states. The differences in the behavior of the molecular
components suggest that at these mole fractions, the particles
do not exist as a homogeneous mixture but rather are phase
separated. Phase separation has been previously observed in
particles composed of mixtures of solid and liquid components
(such as mixtures of oleic acid and stearic acid).74 Thus, by
changing the composition of the particle, heterogeneous
oxidation is observed to occur in either an OH flux limited
(liquid well-mixed particles), organic mixing limited (semi-
solid, viscous particles), or phase-separated regime.

III.II. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy of Squalane
Particles. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy can measure
average O/C (oxygen-to-carbon) ratios by directly probing the
chemical composition of the surface.51,77 XPS spectra from the
heterogeneous oxidation of squalane particles are shown in
Figure 4. The spectra were collected with 330 eV photons
(resulting in ∼40 eV KE photoelectrons). An XPS spectrum of
unoxidized squalane particles is shown in Figure 4a, and for
comparison, an XPS spectrum of squalane oxidized at an OH
exposure of 3.8 × 1012 molecule s cm−3 is shown in Figure 4b.
The spectrum of oxidized squalane has a broad shoulder at
higher binding energies, which is attributed to the formation of
reaction products containing new oxygenated functional
groups.
To extract a quantitative measure of the chemical

composition of the surface of the particle, the XPS spectra
were fit using a method adapted from previous studies.51,77

Since pure squalane is composed of only one type of carbon
(methylene carbon, CHx), a single Gaussian peak (FWHM =
2.0 eV) was first fit to the unoxidized squalane spectrum. Next,
the most highly oxidized squalane spectrum was fit using two
Gaussian peaks: the CHx peak (which had the same parameters

Figure 3. (a) Decay of the molecular ion of octacosane from
heterogeneous oxidation in mixed octacosane−squalane particles with
different compositions. (b) Calculated effective uptake coefficients of
octacosane and squalane in mixtures of the two. The blue shaded
region represents compositions where the reaction rate is OH flux
limited (IRD ≪ 1). The orange shaded region represents compositions
where diffusion limitations start to arise (IRD ∼ 1). The gray shaded
region represents compositions where the particles are phase
separated.
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as in the unoxidized squalane spectrum) and an oxygenated
carbon peak, Cox (which was constrained to have the same
FWHM as the CHx peak). The Cox peak was shifted by 2.0 eV
relative to methylene CHx peak, which is in good agreement
with the average shift expected for carbonyls and alcohols.78

The same two peaks were fit to the squalane spectra at each
OH exposure. Based on the expected reaction products and the
relative shift of the Cox peak, only one oxygen atom is
associated with each Cox (i.e., only ketones and alcohols were
formed).65,79 Thus, by monitoring the relative intensity of the
Cox peak, the O/C ratio at the surface could be measured
directly (Figure 4c). The experimental O/C ratios are in good
agreement with the bulk O/C ratios measured with an AMS
from a previous study (shown as the red line in Figure 4c).70

The O/C ratios measured with XPS were used to inform the
X-ray absorption measurements, as described below. Unfortu-
nately, we were unable to measure XPS spectra from
octacosane particles. Even with annealing, it is suspected that
the octacosane particles were not completely spherical and
poorly collimated by the aerodynamic lens, leading to poor
transmission efficiency and low XPS signal-to-noise ratio in the
apparatus.
III.III. X-ray Absorption of Squalane and Octacosane

Particles. XAS spectra at the carbon and oxygen K edges were
collected by scanning the incident photon energy and
measuring the intensity of low KE secondary electrons. An
example distribution of low KE electrons from organic aerosol
has been previously reported51,60 and is peaked around ∼3 eV
kinetic energy. Thus, based upon previous studies of the
electron attenuation length in organic nanoparticles, the XAS
measurements are expected to probe the topmost ∼3−4 nm of
the particle interface,52 as will be discussed in more detail
below.

Figure 5 shows the carbon K edge XAS spectra of squalane
and octacosane at different OH exposures. The spectra were
area normalized using the TEY signal from 284 to 300 eV. For
both particles, at higher OH exposures, a pre-edge feature at
∼286 eV grows in, and the intensity at the initial pre-edge
feature (∼287 eV) decreases and blue shifts. The appearance
of the pre-edge feature arises due to an increasing number of
different functional groups at the particle surface.80 Based on
the reaction mechanism (Supporting Information, Figure S1),
alcohols and carbonyls are likely contributors to this pre-edge
feature for squalane (low IRD), and carbonyls and carboxylic
acids are likely contributors to this pre-edge feature for
octacosane (high IRD).

25 As shown by a comparison of gas-
phase carbon K edge XAS spectra of ethane, ethanol,
acetaldehyde, and acetic acid, the 1s C(CO) → π* transition
of carbonyls is the most likely assignment for this pre-edge
spectral feature (Supporting Information, Figure S2).81

However, without XAS calculations, it is difficult to determine
precisely which chemical species are responsible for all of the
spectral changes observed.
Both the squalane and octacosane carbon K edge XAS

spectra exhibit an isosbestic point at ∼286.5 eV, indicating that
there are at least two distinct populations of species that evolve
during the reaction. Oxidation kinetics was extracted from the
spectra by calculating the ratio of the spectral area to the left

Figure 4. (a) and (b) show the XPS spectrum of squalane particles
oxidized at OH exposure of 0 and 3.8 × 1012 molecule s cm−3,
respectively. Spectra were collected using 330 eV photons. (c) The
measured O/C ratio at the surface of squalane at different OH
exposures. Only one oxygen atom is associated with each Cox (i.e.,
only ketones and alcohols formed). The O/C ratio of the bulk was
predicted using kinetics measured in a previous work.70

Figure 5. Carbon K edge XAS spectra of squalane (a) and octacosane
(b) particles at different OH exposures. Spectra were area normalized
using the measured TEY intensity from 286 to 300 eV. (c) Oxidation
kinetics from carbon K edge XAS spectra was extracted by calculating
the ratio of the area left of the isosbestic point (286.5 eV) to that right
of the isosbestic point and plotting it as a function of OH exposure.
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and right of the isosbestic point as a function of OH exposure
(Figure 5c). This method calculates the relative intensity of the
pre-edge feature, which is assumed to be proportional to
oxygenated products at the surface. As shown in Figure 5c, the
pre-edge feature grows much more rapidly for octacosane than
for squalane. A rate constant (k) describing the growth of a
signal with increased oxidation was calculated using

= − − ⟨ ⟩ ·I I (1 e )t
k t

max
OH t (2)

where It and Imax are the signal intensity at a given OH
exposure and the maximum possible signal intensity,
respectively. The phenomenological rate constants for squalane
and octacosane that best describe the kinetic rise of this pre-
edge feature are (3.2 ± 1.0) × 10−13 and (9.0 ± 1.0) × 10−13

cm3 molecule−1 s−1, respectively. Since the starting diameters
of squalane and octacosane were similar, both measured to be
∼200 ± 40 nm, these heterogeneous rate constants can be
directly compared. Thus, even though squalane appears much
more reactive when observed with bulk sensitive probes, the
surface of octacosane oxidizes ∼3× faster. This measurement
suggests that a chemical gradient forms during the oxidation of
octacosane. However, because X-ray absorption at the carbon
K edge probes the bonding environment around carbon atoms
and changing speciation affects the shape of the spectrum, the
magnitude of the chemical gradient cannot be determined by
these data alone. Thus, direct probes of oxygenated species
(such as oxygen K edge XAS) are necessary to quantify the
absolute magnitudes of chemical gradients.
Figure 6 shows the oxygen K edge XAS spectra of squalane

and octacosane as a function of OH exposure. The spectra are

normalized to the intensity between 526 and 528 eV, which
arises from the tailing edge of the carbon K edge absorption.
Because of the short EAL of low KE photoelectrons, the pre-
edge intensity has previously been reported to be proportional
to the particle surface area (as measured by the SMPS).51

Similar to the oxygen K edge XAS spectra observed during
squalene ozonolysis, two peaks are observed to grow in with
increasing OH exposure.51 The peak at ∼532 eV is slightly red-
shifted in octacosane compared to squalane. The reason for
this shift is unclear. It could arise from different molecular
species (which are predicted to arise from differences in
particle diffusion rates)25 or from differences in intermolecular

bonding, since XAS probes unoccupied molecular orbitals and
Rydberg states that are very diffuse and sensitive to the
bonding environment.
Because the oxygen K edge XAS spectra were normalized by

scaling each spectrum by the pre-edge intensity (526−528 eV),
which arises from extended carbon K edge absorption, the
intensities in the spectra are directly proportional to the O/C
ratios at the surface. The calibration factor to relate XAS
intensity to O/C ratio was determined using data from both
squalene ozonolysis and squalane oxidation. The change in the
O/C ratio with increasing squalene ozonolysis was directly
measured using XPS. The measured O/C ratio was related to
the peak intensities in the oxygen K edge XAS spectra.51 In this
work, XPS was used to directly measure the O/C ratio of
squalane particles as they were oxidized. Using this XPS data,
the O/C ratio at each OH exposure shown in Figure 6a was
determined. Plotting the O/C ratio as a function of oxygen K
edge XAS peak intensity for both squalene ozonolysis and
squalane oxidation yields a linear relationship (Supporting
Information, Figure S3). Thus, using this linear relationship
between oxygen XAS intensity and O/C ratio, we can obtain
the chemical composition of the surface of squalane and
octacosane particles with increasing heterogeneous oxidation.
The change in the O/C ratio for squalane and octacosane is

shown in Figure 7a. Using eq 2, the rate constants for the
change in O/C ratio at the surfaces of squalane and octacosane
are (3.0 ± 0.9) × 10−13 and (8.6 ± 1.2) × 10−13 cm3

molecule−1 s−1, respectively. As with the carbon K edge XAS
spectra, even though the bulk composition of octacosane
changes ∼10× more slowly than that of squalane, the surface
O/C ratio increases ∼3× faster. These rate constants are in

Figure 6. Oxygen K edge XAS spectra of squalane (a) and octacosane
(b) particles at different OH exposures. Spectra were normalized to
the pre-edge intensity (526−528 eV).

Figure 7. (a) Measured surface O/C ratio for squalane particles (red
circles) and octacosane particles (black squares) at different OH
exposures. The data were fit to eq 2 to determine the rate of change
and the maximum O/C ratio. (b) Measured surface O/C ratio for
squalane and octacosane particles at different bulk oxidation lifetimes.
Bulk oxidation lifetime was calculated using the bulk AMS
measurements and eq 3. The dashed red line shows the bulk O/C
ratio predicted for squalane from previous AMS measurements.70
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good agreement with those describing the spectral changes in
the carbon K edge XAS spectra shown in Figure 5, which is a
good internal check of our spectra analysis approach.
To directly compare the growth of the surface O/C ratio in

the two particles, OH exposure was converted to bulk
oxidation lifetimes using the effective uptake coefficient of
squalane and octacosane from the AMS measurements. A bulk
oxidation lifetime is the number of reactive OH collisions
divided by the total number of molecules in the particle. From
the second-order reaction rate constant (k1) describing the
decay of the molecular ion, the number of lifetimes is

= ⟨ ⟩ ·k tlifetimes OH t1 (3)

Figure 7b shows that over the range of OH exposures
measured here, the squalane reacts up to ∼4 lifetimes, whereas
octacosane only up to ∼0.5 lifetime. By plotting the O/C ratio
measured with photoemission as a function of bulk oxidation
lifetime, the change in the surface composition is related to the
change in the bulk composition. The dashed red line in Figure
7b shows the predicted bulk O/C ratio as a function of OH
exposure for squalane based on previous results.70 For
squalane, the bulk values and the surface O/C values are in
good agreement, providing strong evidence that the particle is
well-mixed. However, the surface O/C ratio for octacosane
increases much more rapidly than that of squalane for similar
changes in bulk composition. The surface of octacosane
reaches its maximum O/C ratio after ∼0.4 bulk oxidation
lifetime (i.e., 35% of octacosane in the particle reacts).
Assuming that only octacosane at the surface reacts and
there is no internal diffusion, this leads to a ca. 12 nm oxidative
crust on the particle (based on estimates of oxidized organic
carbon density).79

The maximum possible O/C ratios at the particle surfaces
were calculated from eq 2 to be 0.21 ± 0.04 and 0.19 ± 0.01
for squalane and octacosane, respectively. The bulk O/C ratios
for squalane and triacontane (C30H62, a linear hydrocarbon
that is assumed to behave identically to octacosane) have been
measured previously at very high OH exposures. In this
previous measurement, the bulk O/C ratio for squalane was
measured to increase to ∼0.3 after 16 bulk oxidation
lifetimes.70 This is significantly larger than the maximum O/

C ratio predicted here, presumably due to the limited number
of bulk oxidation lifetimes (i.e., a plateau O/C ratio was not
achieved for squalane).
In contrast with squalane, the surface composition of

octacosane reached a steady value with the OH exposures
used here. Previous modeling results have predicted that as IRD
increases, the particle starts eroding as fragmentation
dominates the overall chemistry, and ketones and carboxylic
acids accumulate at the surface.26 In addition, previous
measurements have found the bulk O/C ratio for triacontane
to increase to >0.9 with an OH exposure of 1 × 1013 molecule
s cm−3.64 This is significantly different than what is observed
here (maximum surface O/C ratio of 0.19 ± 0.01).
Additionally, no products were observed in the bulk AMS
measurements reported here that would be consistent with
such a large bulk O/C ratio (Figure 2d). The bulk elemental
composition in previous studies was determined indirectly
using a high-resolution AMS with an electron impact
ionization source.82 A recent report has summarized the
change in average carbon oxidation state with increasing OH
exposure for many different particles (from solid to liquid,
saturated to unsaturated, etc.).63 Despite its small effective
uptake coefficient and low bulk reactivity, triacontane particles
were reported to have the largest and fastest change in bulk
chemical composition when compared to any other type of
particle measured. It is possible that particle morphology,
environmental conditions (such as RH), size and plasticization
(discussed below) could all impact how particle composition
evolves with increased heterogeneous oxidation. However, it is
unclear how to understand the differences between the particle
compositions measured here and in previous results.
A reaction-diffusion model for the heterogeneous oxidation

of triacontane by OH was created to try to understand the
previous bulk measurements.64 The only way to obtain the
large bulk O/C ratios was to assume that the particles
plasticized and diffusion time scales in the particle decreased
with increasing oxidation (i.e., IRD decreased). Plasticization
was built into the model by assuming that reaction products
had a larger diffusion coefficient than that of triacontane. With
plasticization of the particle, the internal mixing time scales
were faster than would be expected from the self-diffusion

Figure 8. (a, b) Internal distribution of the O/C ratio for triacontane particle with an initial radius of 190 nm after it has been heterogeneously
oxidized at an OH exposure of 5.0 × 1012 molecule s cm−3. The distribution from the model that includes plasticization is shown in (a). The
distribution from the model that keeps diffusion constant is shown in (b). (c, d) Estimates of the O/C ratio that would be measured with different
probe depths (as determined by electron attenuation lengths). The experimental surface O/C ratios are overlaid (black squares). The changing
surface composition with the plasticization model is shown in (c), and the changing surface composition with the constant diffusion model is
shown in (d).
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coefficient of pure triacontane. As a result, reaction products
diffused faster, and the particle was more homogeneously
oxidized. When diffusion in the particle was kept constant at
the self-diffusion coefficient of triacontane, only the top ∼1 nm
at the surface was oxidized, and a highly oxidized crust was
formed. Because products from oxidation were confined to the
surface, the maximum bulk O/C ratio under these conditions
was ∼0.1 (which did not support the previous bulk
measurements).64

To understand the results presented here, two additional
triacontane simulations were run using the particle diameter
and at the OH exposures measured here. As previously
described, heterogeneous oxidation is simulated using a
multicompartment model with built-in diffusion pathways.
Heterogeneous chemistry, bulk chemistry, diffusion, and
evaporation rates are all explicitly stated using literature values
when possible.64 The model was run using Kinetiscope, which
is a stochastic kinetics simulator.83 At each OH exposure, the
spatially resolved distribution of the O/C ratios was recorded.
The internal distributions of the O/C ratio at an OH exposure
of 5.0 × 1012 molecule s cm−3 using the plasticization model
and the constant diffusion model are shown in Figure 8a,b,
respectively. As discussed, oxygenated molecules are allowed to
diffuse faster in the plasticization model. As a result, the
contrast between the surface and bulk composition is not as
extreme as it is in the constant diffusion model.
The EALs in organic nanoparticles for electrons with >2 eV

KE were previously measured to be ∼3−4 nm.52 Thus, a
depth-averaged O/C ratio can be calculated from each of the
simulations using estimates of the EAL (i.e., the experimental
probing depth). From the simulated distribution of O/C ratios
[OC(r)], the depth-averaged O/C ratio (OCm) obtained by
XAS is predicted to be

∫ ∫= − −r r rOC OC( )e d / e dm

R
r

R
r

0

/EAL

0

/EAL
(4)

where R is the radius of the particle and r is the distance from
the surface of the particle. At longer EALs, the XAS probe is
less surface sensitive, and more material from the core of the
particle is probed. The depth-averaged O/C ratios calculated
using different estimated EALs (2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 nm) are
shown in Figure 8c,d for the plasticization and constant
diffusion models, respectively.
With plasticization, oxidized reaction products can diffuse

faster, which results in a less steep chemical gradient within the
particle (as shown in Figure 8a). Because new reaction
products are still probed at longer EALs, changing the EAL has
less of an effect on changing the depth-averaged O/C ratio. For
example, at an OH exposure of 5 × 1012 molecule s cm−3, the
depth-averaged O/C ratio only decreases from 0.65 to 0.40
when the EAL increases from 2 to 10 nm. The experimental
O/C ratios measured with the XAS probe are overlaid on the
depth-averaged O/C ratios from the plasticization model in
Figure 8c. As expected, the plasticization model (which more
closely fits the previous bulk measurements) over-predicts O/
C ratio at all estimated EALs. Additionally, the depth-averaged
O/C ratios continuously increase over the range of OH
exposures simulated. This does not match the functional form
of the experimental data observed here, which reaches a
plateau at OH exposures larger than 1 × 1012 molecule s cm−3.
Without plasticization, diffusion is uniformly slow, and

reaction products are confined to the interface (as shown in
Figure 8b). Even though the model predicts O/C ratios that

are >1 at the surface of the particle, the measured O/C ratio
decreases significantly when contributions from the subsurface
of the particle are included. because the oxidized layer is only
∼1 nm thick. For example, at an OH exposure of 5 × 1012

molecule s cm−3, the depth-averaged O/C ratio decreases from
0.56 to 0.12 when the EAL increases from 2 to 10 nm. The
experimental O/C ratios are overlaid on the depth-averaged
O/C ratios from the constant diffusion model in Figure 8d.
This model accurately predicts the measured O/C ratio
assuming an EAL of ∼8 nm, which is reasonable given the
strong material dependence on electron scattering at low
KEs.52 In addition, the depth-averaged O/C ratios plateau over
the range of OH exposures simulated, because all of the
oxygenated species in the particle are probed at each EAL. This
matches the functional form of the experimental data. Thus,
the experimental results measured here suggest that aerosol
particles composed of long linear hydrocarbons form a highly
oxidized crust when they are heterogeneously oxidized,
suggesting that an extremely steep chemical gradient is formed
within the particle.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Photoemission spectroscopy was used to study the changing
surface composition and the formation of chemical gradients
during a heterogeneous reaction. The heterogeneous oxida-
tions of both highly viscous octacosane and liquid squalane
particles were compared using both bulk and surface
measurements. In bulk measurements, pure octacosane
particles were found to react much more slowly than pure
squalane particles. In mixtures of octacosane and squalane, the
reaction kinetics was dependent on the initial particle
composition. When the composition of squalane was high
(xsqa > 0.8), diffusion was fast relative to the reaction
frequency, and octacosane and squalane reacted with the
same fast rates (i.e., IRD ≪ 1). As the squalane composition
decreased (0.6 < xsqa < 0.8), diffusion started to slow relative to
reaction frequency, and octacosane and squalane reacted with
the same slower rates (i.e., IRD ∼ 1). At low squalane
composition (xsqa < 0.6), squalane and octacosane reaction
rates diverged and approached the values measured for their
pure states, due to phase separation.
The formation of chemical gradients in the particles was

measured using XAS at the carbon and oxygen K edges. In
these surface sensitive probes, octacosane appeared to
heterogeneously react significantly faster than squalane
particles, demonstrating that even though the bulk composi-
tion of octacosane changed slowly, the surface composition
changed much more rapidly. Using the oxygen K edge XAS
spectra, the change in the O/C ratio of the surface region
could be probed directly. From the kinetics of the O/C ratio,
the data reported here suggest that diffusion in the octacosane
particle remains very slow and only the molecules at the
surface of the particle react, creating a highly oxidized crust
around an unoxidized core. This conclusion is supported by
the bulk AMS measurements reported here, wherein products
of heterogeneous oxidation were below the detection limit.
The conclusion is also supported by previous work looking at
the products of heterogeneous oxidation of octacosane. This
work found that only the ends of the octacosane molecule
reacted, suggesting that the molecules were frozen at the
particle’s surface.19 The measurements reported here suggest
that the bulk O/C ratio of octacosane particles does not
increase as rapidly as that of liquid squalane particles.
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Previous work looking at heterogeneous oxidation has
observed much larger changes in the bulk composition of
particles composed of linear alkanes.63,64 The kinetic model
created in this previous work could explain the data measured
here by assuming that particles do not plasticize with increased
oxidation.64 The differences between the previous measure-
ments and those reported here cannot be readily rationalized,
but particle morphology or some other environmental factor
(such as relative humidity) could play a role in either
promoting or inhibiting plasticization.
Ultimately, this work demonstrates that diffusion limitations

can create particles with highly oxidized surfaces at relatively
low oxidant exposures. By changing the chemical nature of the
interface, it is expected that the atmospheric fate of these
diffusion-limited particles will change.
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